Stanwick Primary Academy

Appendices to Stanwick Primary Academy Behaviour policy: Covid 19
We will continue to work within the guidelines of our school Behaviour Policy, and
continue to encourage our children to show a good standard of behaviour across the
school site. Our usual recognition and praise routines within the classroom will
continue and we will closely monitor our children’s well-being to ensure that their
needs are being met.

To help the school maintain good routines for our children and to keep them safe

We kindly request that parents;




Inform the school about their child’s ill health or if they are displaying
symptoms
Inform the school of any upset or trauma which might affect their child’s
behaviour or emotional well being
Keep the school informed about any behaviour difficulties experienced at
home

Routines for arrival and departure
All visitors that attend school should only approach the building if it is absolutely
necessary
Parents are not to enter the school building
All visitors should take note of the warning symptoms shown on each of the entry
doors and should not enter if they are having any of the symptoms
Children will enter through the designated doors to their classrooms which will be
clearly communicated in advance, and go directly to the wash basin in the classroom
and wash their hands thoroughly

We ask you not to congregate on the playground, please allow your child to enter
their classroom and leave as soon as possible
At the end of the day we ask you to arrive at the nominated time slot to collect your
child and stand away from other parents collecting their children. Once you have
your child we ask that you leave the playground promptly maintaining 2 metres
distance from other children and parents.
Any communication that needs to be shared with a parent at the end of the day will
maintain a distance of 2 metres
Hygiene routines
All staff and children will adhere to the school instructions on hygiene, such as
handwashing and sanitising.
Toilet doors and touch points will be cleaned down between regularly throughout the
day
Children will be reminded throughout the day to wash their hands regularly, and in
particular before eating, drinking and leaving or entering the classrooms after each
activity.
Children will be expected to bring their own drinking bottle and not share bottles or
cups for drinking. Any cups or equipment provided by school will be washed
thoroughly before and after each use.
Children will inform an adult if they feel they are suffering from symptoms of
Coronavirus
Class routines and social distancing
The children will remain in the same classroom/area throughout the day and will not
access other areas to the school unless under the strict instruction of a member of
staff
The children will be encouraged to maintain a social distance in the classroom
throughout the day, and this will be closely monitored and maintained as much as
possible
The children will be actively encouraged to socialise with their class friends and
peers during break times whilst maintaining social distancing and will be shown to a
designated play area. Children will only have access to one allocated area.
All children will be expected to adhere to specific instructions whilst moving around
their school area, for example when going to the toilet. Queuing will not be used to
move children around from one area to another
All children will be expected to avoid touching their mouth, nose and eyes with their
hands, and when coughing and sneezing to use the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ method for
disposal of tissues to reduce the risk.
When accessing the toilet the children will not be expected to queue or attend
together. The main toilet door will remain open to avoid the children having to push

open the door. The cubicle doors will be in use as normal. The children will be
expected to wash their hands thoroughly for at least 20 seconds, after using the
toilet and dry their hands fully. The toilet cubicles will be cleaned throughout the
day.
The children will be escorted directly back to the classroom.
All children will be expected to observe the social distancing rules of 2 metres.
A member of staff may on occasion may need to break the social distancing rules to
ensure all of our children’s needs are met.
An occasions may occur when a member of staff needs to manage a situation to
keep them safe, where a child is at risk of harming others, or where a member of
staff needs to provide intimate care to a child.
Children’s behaviour
All children will be expected to adhere to the schools behaviour policy whilst the
school carries out home learning and staggered re-entry into school.
We will continue to use ‘1,2,3 Magic’ as our school behaviour management
system.
All children will be reminded of the behaviour expectations at the start of each
day.
The school will not accept ‘purposeful’ coughing or spitting at or towards any
other person. If this is to occur, the member of staff will remove the child to a
safe place to calm down.
The parents of both children will be notified.
The child carrying out this action will be sent home.
Home learning
During this time of home learning, school will provide educational resources and
activities for all children.
The use of computers and social media platforms will be used appropriately and
all normal boundaries will apply.
All Children will be expected to work within the school’s e-safety policy.
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